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GREAT NIGHT (R.M. Ricke)  PIANO VOCI

DOLCE

STAND FROM THE WINDOW BELOW YESTERDAY, STAND THERE AND STARE AT YOU.
As yet the new city felt as if blazed to me, and

The unfound ed country slid into darkness as too I did not exist.

Nor would the nearest things reveal their meaning to me. By the lantern

The Ulysses pose up! A giant my eyes saw it was.
CROSS.) A ROOM ACCESSIBLE TO RESPONSE, LUMINOUS IN THE

LAMP LIGHT. I WAS ALREADY A MOURNING; THEY SENSED IT; AND CLOSED THE
SITTERS, STAND THERE, AND THEN A CHILD CRIED, AND I KNEW THE Mo-

THEIR IN THE HOUSES RANG A BOUNT, WHAT THEY COULD DO, AND KNEW TOGETHER WITH ALL.

THE WEEPING, THE CRIES BE-YOND COMPART, OR A VOICE WAS SINGING AS-

TENDING SOMERSTANCE PAST EXPECTATION, OR, FROM BELOW AN OLD HAND COULD
Full of reminiscence his body were in direct against a world more unlike,

The more struck but I counted too late it passed the by,

More rapid

Very freely

Also as a boy and outsider when finally allowed to join in one doesn't

After all catch the back and knows none of the games which the others

Are playing amongst themselves with such ease, stands there
Looming about — where? — so stood I, and suddenly it was

And I realized: accompanying, dealing with me, adult night!

And I stared at you.

Where the towers were standing wide, where on girders destroy a city was.

Hemmed in — and mountains that could not be subjugated were lying around my path.

At dawn.
III.
TODES-ERKLÄRUNG (R.M. RILKE)

WIR WISSEN NICHTS VON DIESEM HINGER, DAS NICHT MIT UNS

TEILT WIR AUCH KEINEN GRUND, BEWUNDERUNG UND LIEBE

DP THROUGHOUT
BÜHNE

EIN STEFFEN WIRKLICHKEIT

DURCH JEDEN STAAT DURCH DEN DU WUSSTEST;

GRÜNN WIRKUNGER LEÜNE,

WIRKUNGEN SONNENSCHEIN,

WIRKUNGEN WOLK.

8va

(ECHO)

PPP

WIR SPLENN WEITER, DASS

UND SOVON ERLEARNES

SCHWER

ER LERNTES